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About This Game
Described as a cross between Minesweeper and Picross, ShellBlast is an action packed puzzler where you travel the globe to
defuse bombs before they explode.

Game Features Include
Classic Mode- Play the fifty-level campaign as you tour the world defusing bombs. From prank bombs to nuclear
superweapons, this mode will give you the grand tour of what ShellBlast is all about.
Simulation Chamber- Choose from eighteen empty bomb shells and fill it to your specifications. Want a massive Biological
bomb with a short timer? Or a small Oxidation bomb with plenty of extra helper tools like Chaff Grenades? Go for it!
Blast Editor- Build your own bomb from scratch using the editor or play custom levels built by others. Create the ultimate
superweapon!
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Endurance Mode- Take on this massive bomb one layer at a time. How many quadrants can you unlock?
Shell-Drop- A unique randomly generated bomb mode that puts you to the ultimate test. Can you beat the top ranking bomb
solvers?
Puzzled- Take on the bomb from another angle…this time, using preset grids and an unlimited timer. Only true masterminds
can solve the harder challenges…
Nuke- Team up with another agent working on the field to tackle one of the hardest bombs in the game!
NOTE: This is a Legacy release of Vertigo Gaming Inc.'s back catalog titles. Because it is an older game running on newer
hardware there may be some unexpected errors. Here's how to solve them:

If you have an error of "Failed to load the game data, File seems corrupted.", you will need to disable the Print Spooler
on your computer, as older GM8 games can have this issue. First, right click on This PC or My Computer and select
Manage. Select Services and Applications on the left side bar and then select Services. Double click the "Print Spooler"
key and go to the General tab, select Startup Type, then select Disabled. Finally, select Stop below the Service Status and
then click Apply. The game should now boot up correctly.
If the game does not close properly and continues to run on Steam even after exiting the game, you will need to run it in
compatibility mode to resolve this issue. Right click the game in your Steam Library, go to Properties, then Local Files,
then Browse Local Files. Right click on the main .exe in the folder, and go to Properties. Click on the Compatibility tab,
then click the "Run this program in compatibility mode for:" box and select Windows XP, then Apply and OK. Restart
your computer, and the game will now correctly close after exiting.
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A very interesting interactive game. It's probably more of an experience than it is an actual game, but I found it very enjoyable.
If you like romance (even of the non insect variety) and short stories, this is certainly worth a spin.. AMAZING shooter. I
absolutely love this game.. At 1.99 its 28c per achievement.. A great idea for DLC but really I expected more, these are way off
how they are played by the band which dissapointed me. It dissapointed me most because I've learned all of these songs already,
and exactly as the band played them. Honestly after getting this I'm sad to say I will never purchase Rocksmith related games
and\/or DLC. I really can't express my dissapointment in whoever in the Rocksmith team tabbed these songs. So a little bit of a
warning to anyone who thinks of purchasing these, they arent tabbed as they are actually played, so if you are using this to learn
the songs I say you would be better off trying by ear or just finding good guitar pro tabs. I rate it a 10\/10 for the song choice
but a 1\/10 for execution due to bad tabs. Seriously if you guys make another BFMV song pack hit me up for tabs to use for the
game, I guarentee they will be closer to 100% accurate than the person who tabbed these.. I have first played this game when it
came out in 2006.
Today I felt nostalgic, searched the shop and found it.
What I can tell you is that from more than a hundred RTS games I've played, this one is in my top 10.
I've finished the campaign over and over again and also there's a mod that adds another civilization plus a bonus campaign, all
being fan-made. It is sad to think that a jewel like this barely has any fans, because it's honestly one of a kind.
The concept is not original, the gameplay is slow, the music is so repetitive that at some point you will feel like going nuts!!, but
in the end, they all add up to one hell of an experience that you never had before.
To sum this up, this is not a fine polished game, this is not a AAA title that will blow your mind and the graphics are not that
great also...but you will not care about any of these, because the moment you start playing, you'll get sucked in the game's
universe and style and for some weird reason, you will grow very fond of it.
10/10. I was really dissapointed with this one. Was the first Horror style based VR game, and it was hyped up to be really scary.
But the whole thing had me dissapointed, should have been something saying to lay down with your head supported for a better
experience.. This game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome, when you get the controls it gets easier to paint. And at first
you will suck, but when you decide to open your second gallery (At least for me) i tried to do some awesome paintings. One of
my all time favorite games. Geneforge looks fairly simple but it has a very in depth story behind it and following it from the 1st
to last game is fun although not necesary.
You are able to choose your quests and actions and whether you want to be good or evil. It's definitely a classic game that should
be on everyones list.
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Overall, a very nice locomotive! ..but unfortunately with some misses.. for example: if you turn the cablight on...you can't turn it
off again!.. no workable button for instrument lightning lacks I
functional opening windows have been desirable..
I hope that these described errors would be corrected as soon as possible with an update!!
+ especially for the 4-functioning pantographs that generate real lifelike lightning while driving!!. It's pretty fun. Can get hard
once you're at level 40+, but savepoints every 25 levels make it approachable. For four dollars, you can't go wrong. Only issues
I've got is a sticky ctrl button, which doesn't allow me to use the beam. This happens every now and again and is remedied by
pressing the other ctrl button. The other issue is that I can't find a proper way to quit the game. Alt-Tab > close works though..
This isn't a game for a person with little gaming time. If you can't play the game in its entirity in one shot, you'll be replaying the
same bits because the developers went with using saving checkpoints over giving the player the ability to save. The only clue I
got about when a save checkpoint was reached was seeing "Saving..." in the lower right corner of the screen. I lost all my interest
in this game after exploring the warehouse 3 times because I couldn't play long enough to reach the first checkpoint (basement
door in last photograph).
Being unable to save a game when I want is a pet peeve of mine, especially with games on PC. If this were on a console, I
wouldn't be bothered about it.. The combat is clunky, the controls unresponsive, the resources are very limited and most of then
spawn once, plus most enemies (even the more annoying) dont drop anything useful when dead. Projectile enemies can
infinitely stunlock you (most enemies really), and the absurd difficulty spikes on certain spots turn the experience into trial and
error only, The more you play the more unfair bullcr@p the game throws at you.
The art style and absurd story are the only good things i can salvage from this game.
Do not buy. What may seem at first glance just a namebrand to the cynical, this DLC actually adds a myriad of differentperforming tires. While the changes are minute, the results will eventually add up in subsequent loads, or how your truck
handles.
Vanilla ETS2 contains 3 or 4 brands of tires. Each has weaknesses and strengths that make miniscule changes to grip and fuel
consumption. This DLC fills in blanks where those default brands leave, instead of having D Fuel mileage for anticipation of
rain, you can have High fuel mileage with medium rain support to balance out your loads.
Plus a few trinkets never hurt anybody. Michelin mascot figurines have been a mainstay of Lorry lightbars for decades, after
all.. The funnest gun in the game for 99 Cents? SIgn Me up. The people saying it won't launch on windows 10 fail to realise this
old gem is from 2002 or even older, it's a classic shooter that's always fun to look back on.
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